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IN ORDER TO DEVELOP AN INTELLIGENCE TEST FOR

PRESCHOOL -AGE CHILDREN THAT WOULD OVERCOME SOME OF THE

LIMITATIONS OF AVAILABLE TESTS, A PERCEPTUAL DISCRIMINATION

TEST USING POLYGONAL FORMS HAS BEEN DESIGNED AND TESTED. THE

CHILD POINTS TO ONE OF TWO, THREE, OR FIVE FORMS MATCHING A

STIMULUS FORM. INITIAL TESTING WITH 44 CHILDREN RANGING IN

AGE FROM 3 YEARS TO 5 YEARS 10 MONTHS SHOWED GOOD CORRELATION

OF THE TEST SCORES WITH AGE AND THE RAW SCORES THE PEABODY

PICTURE VOCABULARY TEST CPPVT). A SHORTENED TEST HAVING 30

CHOICES WAS DEVELOPED AND GIVEN TO TWENTY-TWO 4- TO

5-YEAR.-OLD NURSERY SCHOOL CHILDREN. AGAIN, 600D CORRELATIONS

WITH AGE, THE PPVT, AND THE DRAW --A-PICTURE (CAP) TEST WERE

OBTAINED. VALIDITY STUDIES OF THIS TEST. DESIGNATED THE JOHNS

HOPKINS PERCEPTION. TEST (JHPT), HAVE SO FAR INVOLVED SOME 340

CHILDREN. STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS OF THE

SCORES OM THE JHPT WITH SCORES ON THE PPVT, THE DAP, AND THE

COLUMBIA MENTAL MATURITY SCALE (CMMS) HAVE SEEN OBTAINED. A

COMPARISON WAS MADE OF THE PERFORMANCE OF 3? UPPER AND 52

LOWER SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS CHILDREN ON THE JHPT, THE PPVT,

AND THE DAP. THE DIFFERENCES IN MEAN SCORES BETWEEN GROUPS

WAS HIGHEST FOR THE PPVT, LESS MARKED FOR THE CAP, AND

STATISTICALLY INSIGNIFICANT FOR THE JHPT, SUGGESTING THAT IT

MAY EX A CULTURE-FREE INSTRUMENT. THIS PAPER WAS PRESENTED AT

THE EASTERN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION ANNUAL MEETING (NEW

YORK. APRIL, 1066) . (DR)
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Available tests of intellectual function have serious limitations when applied tot

(1) children who do not speak because of functional or organic handicaps; (2) culturally

deprived children with limited verbal and experiential repertoires; (3) children with

motor handicaps; (4) very young or retarded children. These limitations lead to

considerable difficulty in the important diagnostic task of identifying the handicapped

pre-school child and discriminating between the defective and the "pseudo-defective"

youngster. Thus, the designation of an appropriate therapeutic regime may be

delayed (and at times inappropriate management provided).

The purpose of this research was to develop and evaluate the usefulness of a new

technique for the intellectual assessment of pre -school age children. Our purpose was

to develop an instrument for the evaluationpf young children in whom a variety of

difficulties impair performance on available tests. Among the general pediatric

population, for example, are youngsters who do not speak for either functional or

organic reasons and one is, therefore, limited in regard to what instruments can be

used. Similar d:.fficukie's occur when one is dealing with the culturally deprived

youngster with limited verbal abilities. Shifting to "performance" tasks when faced

with this difficulty is a typical solution which, however, is often not successful when

one is dealing with the quite young child, or the immature youngster with slow

physical development, or the organically damaged youngster with impaired visual -motor

coordination or the retarded youngster. The child may be unable to perform on eu,ty

of the available tasks because they are too ,difficult for his level of maturity or for his

degree of retardation, or because of impaired motor skills. In these cases, for
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example, the Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt Test is reduced to scribbling and the items

on the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test are often too difficult at even the youngest age

levels (e.g. the spastic child cannot manipulate the Binet formboard or balance the

blocks). The available formboard tests are often too simple and one becomes dependent

on time measures which are quite variable and for which there are inadequate norms.

Furthermore: formboard tests cannot be used with many handicapped children. A test

like the Draw -A-Person (DAP) also gives highly variable results and depends too much

on the child's willingness to manipulate a pencil. The drawback, with children below

age 6, in regard to the Bender-Gestalt and the DAP, is not only in terms of drawing

ability but, of even more importance, in terms of the child's willingness to draw.

Many youngsters, for one reason or another, approach the Be_ nder task or the DAP

with statements such as "I can't draw - I'm no good at that." A task depending simply

on a drawing response appears to lie quite limited when we are dealing with youngsters

who are either too young to draw, or Who are negativistic; or who are too immature

or retarded to be able to do more than scribble.

What we felt was needed was a task which could be ordered along a well-defined

continuum of complexity; a series which would reach the low level needed for young

and/or retarded youngsters and would also be adequately sensitive to the range of

individual differences at even the youngest age level. Many of the problems of examining

this kind of child would be resolved if, at each level of complexity, there were more

than one way of evaluating the youngster's performance. For example, tasks could be

developed which utilized different responses such as pointing to the object, fitting the
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object into a formboard, and copying the object by drawing. The advantage would lie

in the ability to shut to an equivalent task requiring a different response when a

specific handicap interferes with a particular response. An important advantage from

the diagnostic point of view would be the resulting comparison of performance on

these three different types of tasks. One might thus demonstrate difficulties in visual-

motor coordination by a comparison between a task requiring a pointing response with

a task requiring formboard fitting or copying. If such tasks r.equiring different

responses could be made equivalent in quantitative terms, then such comparisons could

be made successfully.

What we felt these problems required was a series of tasks using different

responses, which could be successfully administered to young children in spite of the

presence of a variety of functional or orgamic handicaps. The problem was one of

fitiding a means of defining complexity by which a series of tasks along a weit-defined

continuum of complexity could be designed. An information theory approach held the

best promise of success in the construction of such tasks. Our decision to utilize

simple perceptual designs in what would basically be a discrimination task posed

several problems. First, how to choose the pattern or shape of the design. Tol..reduce

the effect of prior learning, these designs should be "random" and as "culture-free"

as possible. Secondly, the designs had to be ordered along a continuum of complexity

by some rational means. The most promising procedure for solving these two problems

was the application of information theory to shape and pattern perception presented by

Attneave and Arnoult (1956). The procedure ha's two facets which are directly related
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to the questions raised: it allows for the generating of perceptual patterns or shapes

on, a completely random basis (i.e. the exierimenter has no control over what shape

the figure ,will assume); it permits the generation of an unlimited series of figures

from the same "stimulus-domam" (i.e. the figures are a sample of stimuli from a

parent population characterized by certain determinant statistical parameters).

Manging the stimulus population by known variation of one or more parameters

produces a different series of figures. The procedure for producing different stimulus

populations can be seen as increasing the informational content of the individual figures.

Hence, different samples of figures or shapes can be ordered along a continuum of

'compleiity if one defines complexity as the amount of information (or uncertainty)

"bulk-in" to such a perceptual figure.

The use of information measures produces a second approach to the problem of

defining the difficulty level of the task. The amount of information (or the degree of

uncertainty) in a choice-making task is measured by the formula: U = log2 k; where

U = uncertainty of information expressed in bits, and k = the number of equally

probable alternatives (Garner, 1962), Hence, the difficulty, level of the total task could

be defined in terms of the total number of alternatives which make up the task.

The Attneave and Arnoult process produces a series of random designs, the shapes

of which will vary greatly. Figure 1 demonstrates the procedure involved.

k is also possible to generate a series of designs that systematically vary along

a known continuum. The procedure, developed by LaBerge.and Lawrence (1955),

involves first producing a random shape by the Attnea,ve method and then assigning
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eac:1 point oil the colitour ranitor:0y chosen "Z." aad "Y" increments to its coordin ated.

Thw3.-.1 new coordinates are plotted and connected as a new matrix. The -same

increments are Vila:. added to the new coordinates and yet another figure is constructed.

This procsso will produce a row of ftares each differing frog. the adjacent figure by a

constant aLioUnt of distorcioti as measured by the distance through which the points

L.ny ova accent shaL.;es in such --... row are equally spaced in terms of ti..e

average distanze the points Nave moved.

It was decided t:-! utilize both of these proceddres to produce the needed perceptual

figures. Hence, there were. two types of tasks; one involving purely random figures

and one using figures related to each other along a 'continuum Of known variation.

.The complexity he task was defined in two ways: (1) The amount of information

in the design itself. This was defined as the nuraber of turns in the contour Of tir,e

share. this.tase it was the number of angles in the shape, This procedure fe.0Jow4

the wor% of Attneave (19:37). who demonstrated that: ''number of turns" was the most

important variable in determining the judged complexity of random shapes. (2) The

number of alternatives in the discriraination task.- If the subject had to choose between

two figures in trying to find a match for a stimulus figure, the degree of uncertainty

in that task can be ex Tressed as one bit (or one can say that the task entails one bit of

informatisn).. A task with five choices, would be a 2.3219 bit r.roblem. The more

bits of iaformation_preserited to the subject, the more complex the task.

-.Ve were interested in three types of tasks: (1) a task where the child only had to

point; (2.) a task where he had to fit form into a formboard; (16) a drawing task.-
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Cur work up to the rzesent Ins beer: con corned with the first task' only vac' no

pc 7.3:14 preSentt instroment that was developed.

4 .

Plt.to types of destns were T yi a - a series of ran =1 in &sips; Type Bir

a series designs irsg by loaovri: increments from an original desigr... Tmes

ardi 2 clet.,..:iszs leveioped at three ...iffererx information levels; desisas with three

2ointo a -ttizn- or t:ontoux), our points, and at: zoints. fp.

task for the child was to boinr. to th,e design which matched the stimulus desist:. The

youngsters :.,roxe faced ::rite either two, three, of five alternatives. Bence, the study

examined the variables of a ,. a!nrnati-res, corr...:-.;lexity 4o.
. J.e-- 12 ,'"17

g

A versus Type B, on acf.tu.racy hi a r.ercer.tual matchik, task.

The subjects were /AI children, -at= zaaged irr ^ Iron- .?*4 years-0 months, to

years -.1:, The occupe.tiz)as of their parents ranIzd from seLA-skilled

ktos :ita I employees to nrofessimal staff. eabx,,,Ar picture Vocabulary rl"*.:st

ws als; adninistered to the chile.tron. Tomas Indicated that devee of accuracy

on the perceptual task was highly correlated with both age (r =..G12) and the PFVT

raw score. (.71..44). Partial correlation indicated that tho major relation.ship was betwects

the .PINT and percei:tual accuracy.

izron-. this t-iata, a shorter wsk was choseli where a youngster would have to =mite

a series of 1!":, discriminations cabling fox a tote_ tirLe expenditure of le,

tie new task was administered to 22 four-to-five year-old younz,r ters enrolled a

raiddle-ciass private nursery sshool. .a VT and LAI- were also a ,inistared.

The data obtaired indicated a ste2-wise increase in dirticulty level from one task 1-..)



the next, and correlations with the HNT of .56;!#, with the Harris (19L3) scoring of the

. DA? of .%1, and.With age of .584.

It appeared, then, that we had developed a simple, pleasant (c no child at even

the youngest age refused the task, although many were reluctant to do the nAP and

all children considered the task as "fun", "a good game", etc.), and rapid test of-

nteliecrual functio4n3., The uniqueness and "randomness" of the desk :ilia suz-xvsted

that the task micatt 1 e reiative.ly culture -free. lovier level od: the task ap::eare d

simple enough for the very young or v.. xy .1A-tarred. The rlspe....rtr.z.3

subject involved a very siz.aple motor act that could be pei:forrned by ;hysicaily

Isantiks.opr.ed alldren. The irzstruetior.s might well be Eaccessfully communicated

the testing of Opal etiedren..

Our validity studies, up to this point, Low: utilizi:d StW; '2.1ese

youngsters ranged in age from 3 to 6 years and wore obtained from r..rivat4.-.) nursed:Ty

schools and a county well-baby clinic. Table I presents Pearson correlations of the

johns Hopkins Perceptual Test vim with the ?PVT,. DAP, and C011,17.1bia iizata

Maturity acme (Ci/24S). All correlations were statistically significant. or each

teat the correlations were lower in the lower-socioeconoirdc grow:" This was caused

by a depression of their scores on the. criterion measures. *,-ras this data that

indicated that the johns 1-Lrldns Iorceptual Test wari indeed measuring some aspect

of intelligence.

Vie were also able to compare uirdper and lower-socioeconomic status children in

terms of their ;erformance on the ji-IPT, the PINT, and the LAP. :Figure 2 presents
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TABLE I

Correlational Data

01.....anam -..411

lv.iddle-3oci3-Economic G:.oup

.11-214x EPVT . .615, p . .vi, N =50
x DAP . .702, p .01, N = 37
x Cki.1,4.3 . .798, p . .01, N = 2::

Lower Socio-Economic Group

JP.PT x PPVT ..449, p .01, N = 79
x DAP .356, p .05, N = 36
X C14.144S- .657, p .01, N = 78

1

.1p
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the fingires grphically. Mere stere.37 children in the group titled. 'higher sec:10-

economic eittl yj.. subjects in the group titled "lower sacioeconeraic grolt,".

Figure 2 indicates the size of the difference between mean scores on the three tea is

intc.1.7.;.i/rence. k WaS quite appa.zent that there was an extreme difference on the

Peahoc.:;* less -lra""erence on the a r, and much less' difference on the 7.17,:bks. 2

presents the statistical tests of this data. The analysis demonstratetli that the

on the tho were statist:ea:4 significant.

gignifiCente+b the 6btained,rlifIrrrence the JI-11-T. This data raised the

;.ossibility that the J1-::17 taielt well be a relatively cult:ire-fair instrument.

One additional study has been completed whicl-, 'is of interest it terms of the

pra.cteal application of the This .articular study was initiated as rl..111`t

of our finding a significant difference :Ir. the prevalence of retardation when one

compared the :Tr' and Cliii/AS to results obtained with the jr.i,PT. All three tests

had been adnzinistered to a group oc kla,:iergarten-age. children. The 2PVT :-.vstirnate4

the incidence of retardation (I. Q. equal to or below 69) to be .59.A; the Clitihr),

7 Ctwet" ainca the plift. was and is still in an e;:perin-,entai staj.1- 4.4, 440.

obviously :couid not be used as a criterion measur.e. :then,ce the Stan!ord-3inet

.
...yr."..age was aea-athist.ererl tz. each

The subjects were 2C ileO children enrolled in a nlurn-area

were 15 males and 12 ::e hales with an average age of ;.2.01.1 mo:Itils and an ase range

o. """ -
C 7.; montn." haa;...ord-ainet agreed with the 41' ill 14ing4 ... .4.41 that therp

were c:.1:573 retarded younpters. 'The study gave us some additional data in re.tard
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Test

PPVT

DAP

JHPT

Difference Between
Raw Score Means

9.72

3.16

4.24

2.49 g .025

n.s.
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to the F?VT and CMS. The mean I.Q. score obtained on the PP VT was 66.52;

on the CIJ via, it was 83.96; while the Stanford-Binet yielded a mean I.Q. of 91.32.

The differences between the PINT and Stanford-Binet and between the Cheat and

Stanford-Binet were statistically significant (p .01).

Cur data indicated that the youngsters labelled "mental defective" by the PINT

and CZT_If:.S were not simply children of borderline I.Q. who moved a bit lower on

these two tests: They also included children whose intelligence, according to the

Stanford-Binet fell in the 90 to 1:9 rte.

In evaluating this data it should be kept in mind that the 1M takes 10 to 15 minutes

to administer and does not require any extensive training or experience. The Stanford-

Bine:, on the other hand, certainly requires a good deal more time and a great deal

more sophistication on the part of the examiner. Although both tests agreed in

regard to the prevalence of retardation, they did not agree as to exactly which child

was retarded. The retarded .mild identified by the OE had an 1.Q. in the 70 range

on the Stanford-Binet. The retarded younger identified by the Stanford-Binet did

not obtain the lowest score on the MI but did score in the lowest quartile. It

should also be kept in mind that this data does not imply that the Stanford -Binet is

culture-fair. Although very careful administration of the Stanford-Binet may not

overestimate the prevalence of retardation with disadvantaged children, the test still

underestimates the percentage of youngsters in the upper ranges of intelligence.

Hence, the distribution of Stanford-Binet scores is extremely constricted while the

distribution of THP T scores more closely followed the expected normal curve for

ao, or* ...10.
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inteillirence measured..

1". . 1.:A kg4r, vr. k ardp3ar3 ti :at the cer_irc
OP

of the trot if; co low. '"^o .amy jourt.st/Ars intelligence at c, ,e and 7

reee.ame the same score. 7e are, therefore, increasirj the lerzth of the test by

addias :more corct;lex design series. The time involverl " the administration. c the

=ended version of the test would be no more t.:-.an 113 to 2C minutes..

-The are currently .)btaizing data on children at different 7.eve1s of retardation. A

sample of 3P:i institutionalized retarded y,s.z,-er rat !n a 1,-1 age from 5 to 9 years-
.

old were administered both the ,11-:7 an ); 104. *AL tyiem tial 00 .corr.elation

between the jEn. raw score and the Otazford-Einet mental age was .70. A 1.2.211e

sample of miumna.y ar..cl 7 year-olds is curro.antly beinz; examined throu3a"-

the help of the Baltimore county Board of &:.,ucation, Lepartment of *Special Bealcadon..

Addition in the area -f rzediction of retardation will become avaLable

1.711en tin entire no-..ulation of 4 year-olds within one county in Cle state has been

tested and follo-aed for some time.

Vie are also examining the possibility of improving .our scoring system. At

present, tlae.j1-.7.17 raw score is sirarly the sum of all correct responses. 1e are

!I:loving toward a weighted scoring system which will take into account differences

dr-ficu7ty level of the individual tasks.

An intriguing study which will yield data both in tile area of retardation and

cultun..1-;-.12luer_ces will *soon "be =der way involvizz two aTou5;s of Nigerian. 4 and

yeas o 6.1w uk.ce ,,a-ve a nattc:-. hi incideatle of retardation than the?.

in
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other, and both will be tested with the 1M and Porteus Maze Tests. And finally, ira the

area of physical handicaps, samples of brain-damaged youngsters and youngsters with

different degrees of deafness will soon be added to our series of studies.
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